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		"For anyone who wants to learn about the rise and decline of Potosí as a city . . . Lane’s book is the ideal place to begin."—The New York Review of Books

		

		In 1545, a native Andean prospector hit pay dirt on a desolate red mountain in highland Bolivia. There followed the world's greatest silver bonanza, making the Cerro Rico or "Rich Hill" and the Imperial Villa of Potosí instant legends, famous from Istanbul to Beijing. The Cerro Rico alone provided over half of the world's silver for a century, and even in decline, it remained the single richest source on earth.

		 

		Potosí is the first interpretive history of the fabled mining city’s rise and fall. It tells the story of global economic transformation and the environmental and social impact of rampant colonial exploitation from Potosí’s startling emergence in the 16th century to its collapse in the 19th. Throughout, Kris Lane’s invigorating narrative offers rare details of this thriving city and its promise of prosperity. A new world of native workers, market women, African slaves, and other ordinary residents who lived alongside the elite merchants, refinery owners, wealthy widows, and crown officials, emerge in lively, riveting stories from the original sources. An engrossing depiction of excess and devastation, Potosí reveals the relentless human tradition in boom times and bust.
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Digital Interface Handbook, Third EditionFocal Press, 2003
For those who need to get to grips with digital audio and video systems, this book sheds light on the differences between audio interfaces and shows how to make devices 'talk to each other' in the digital domain despite their subtle differences.

The Digital Interface Handbook is a thoroughly detailed manual for those who need to get to...
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Google App Engine Java and GWT Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Google Application Engine is a cloud computing technology that lets you run web applications that are easy to build and maintain as well as being scaled and load-balanced automatically. To build interesting and interactive web applications developers are turning to Java. However, building and deploying scalable web applications using Google...
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C: A Reference Manual (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2002

	This text is a reference manual for the C programming language. OUf aim is to provide a complete and precise discussion of the language, the run-time libraries. and a style of C programming that emphasizes correctness, portability, and maintainability.


	We expect our readers to already understand basic programming concepts, and many...
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LINUX in A Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2000
Linux in a Nutshell covers the core commands available on common Linux distributions. This isn't a scaled-down quick reference of common commands, but a complete reference to all user, programming, administration, and networking commands with complete lists of options. 
 
Contents also include: 


...
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Schaum's Outline of XMLMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Another spin-off of the browser wars has been the desire by the software giants to merge the Web and the desktop. With the browser becoming more of an application as well as a surfing tool, it grew in size, complexity, glitz, and glamour. What was needed was a simple, back-to-basics method of data exchange. It is not necessary to change the Web...
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Hacking: The Beginners Guide to Master The Art of Hacking In No Time - Become aCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	Do you want to learn ethical hacking/ penetration testing but not sure where to begin? Does the amount of information on the web make you feel overwhelmed and confused? Or maybe your looking to start a career as an ethical hacker and want to further your skills? How about step by step, methodical, literally foolproof approaches to be...
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